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It is sweet and right?
You could smell the stink of mountains of corpses along roadsides; you could witness people staring;
you could hear bombshells roaring. These are inhumane and usual scenes in every movie about wars we
are lucky enough to learn wars’ issue only from films or the internet, but not experience over such
incidents. Wars, in all ways, are the most bloodiest and painful disaster created by mankind. For me, it is
ever wrong for a country to fight a war. I would examine it by following reasons.
First of all, wars are immoral that they always destroy lives and deprive human of their dignity. In
the First Great War, more than ten millions people died. This figure is far greater than the whole
population in Hong Kong today. And above all, the dead are innocent as they died for no reasons. Many
may think that only civilians are victims of wars. Actually this is not true. In fact, soldiers also suffer a lot
in battlefields. Take the First World War as an example, young men were recruited to the army. A saying
at that time went on that it is sweet and right for a young man to sacrifice himself for volunteered to join
the battle and those with no experience even were pushed to the frontline. They could desperately live in
trenches with dead bodies and diseases and eventually lose their sanity. Are the innocent made to be killed
or tortured? Wars are only inhumane.
Another reason for not having wars is that wars being massive destructions both physically and
economically. Spectacular buildings, compelling landscapes, cosy housing and so on are torn down in
every single battle. One boom sounds, one construction is wrecked. People lose their homes and
properties consequently. It is so ridiculous that they have to burden these results. Countries’
infrastructures take a long time and consume huge sums of money. Is it really worth sacrificing all for
nothing? In addition to resources allocated on mending works, decline in investment from foreigners is an
economic loss. Nobody would ever be willing to invest on an unstable country while is at war. This is no
different from one throwing his money away. Since there would undoubtedly be no returns, like North
Korea, because of its politically instability, it is so poor that civilians there have to survive on food
imported and donated from other countries. Therefore, wars only slow down a country’s development and
sabotage a country’s property because of destructions they cause. What is more, wars cannot resolve any
conflicts after all. Confrontations do exist among nations. There are misunderstandings or one state would
like to exploit others for its own benefits. Usually does a war seem to be a solution when a conflict occurs.
It is because the “winner” would ask whatever she wants from the “loser”. It is only a vicious cycle,
however. Even though one could gain short-lived advantages, therefore revenge by taking the same resort
on another day. In this way, wars happen non-stop. Bear in that, there we always more answers to a single
question. Wars should not be the mere resolution countries had better negotiate and make compromise in
order to hold the world’s peace. Fighting wars could never be a perfect solution to a problem concerning
hatred between two countries.
To make long story short, wars of all sorts are ever wrong as they only bring deaths, demolitions and
long-lasting hatred to a country. As a result, a war should rest in peace forever. For the good sake of
human’s well-being, it should never exist reality anymore.

